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MUSLIMS IN SERBIA

***

Ovaj rad nastao je 2011. godine, predstavljen je na Međunarodnpoj nauč-
noj konferenciji „Muslimanske zajednice u Istočnoj i Srednjoj Evropi - stanje i 
perspektive” u organizaciji Islamske konferencije, pod pokroviteljstvom ministra 
vanjskih poslova Republike Poljske u Waršavi 7. 12. 2010. godine. 

Introduction

Muslim population in Serbia is a domicile populace that is for centuries 
inhabiting particular parts of this European country. The ethnical structure of 
Serbian Muslims consists of Bosniaks, Albanians, Turks, Roma and converts 
from the Serbian population. They are geographically dispersed into several 
regions: in certain parts of the country they are dominant factor and in some 
other parts, they present larger or smaller religious and national communities. 
Two regions with majority Muslim population are Sandžak, where the Bo-
sniaks are concentrated, and Preševo valley, which is predominantly popula-
ted with Albanians. In the capital, Belgrade, there are more than one hundred 
thousand Muslims of all nationalities, while Muslim enclaves in the Autono-
mous province of Vojvodina consist of post-war colonists and Muslim Roma 
population. In other Serbian cities, a sporadic presence of Muslim population 
is recorded, whose genesis might be observed from three streams: remnants 
of former indigenous Muslim population (Mali Zvornik, Užice), internal co-
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untry migrations, usually due to existential reasons during the creation of the 
SHS kingdom ( Kingdom of Serbs, Croats, Slovenes) until the breakdown 
of the Socialist Federative Republic of Yugoslavia; and the Roma population 
subject to frequent migrations.

According to the last census from 2002, Muslim population in Serbia 
enumerates 239 658 members what makes 3.2 % of the total population. 29 
We have to emphasize that this statistics is inappropriate to the situation on 
the ground, that the real number of Muslims is significantly mitigated and 
that, according to unofficial estimates, it is over 500 000. We find arguments 
for such claims in the discriminatory practice of the state apparatus and the 
attempts to decrease the number of those who would declare as Muslims 
with all available mechanisms. It is generally known that in Belgrade live over 
100 000 Muslims and according to the current census that number is only 
20 366, there are over 100 000 Muslims in Novi Pazar and according to the 
current census that number is only 67 366 30. It is similar in other Sandžak 
cities, the Preševo valley, Vojvodina, Central Serbia and other places31.

Historical aspect

Some data suggest that Muslims in Serbia appear in the X-th and XI-th 
century, but there is sustainable evidence confirming that the first major isla-
misation in these parts began with the Ottoman conquest of the Balkans. Af-
ter establishing firm rule on the Balkan Peninsula, the Ottomans established 
two major administrative parts: Rumelian and Bosnian elayet. Novi Pazar 

29  Republic Institute for Statistics: Census of Population, Households and Dwellings 2002, Book 3, 
pp. 12
30  Compare: Serbian Sandžak: Still forgotten, Crisis Group Report for Europe, no. 162, 8 April 
2005., pp. 5, footnote. No. 7
31  Republic Institute for Statistics: Census of Population, Households and Dwellings 2002, Book 3, 
pp. 12 - 19
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Sandžak, as a territorial and administrative part, appertained to the Bosnian 
elayet, and the rest of Serbia to the Rumelian. The indigenous Illyrian and 
Bogumil population accepted the arrival of Ottomans as liberation from pa-
pal inquisitions and prosecutions that were organized by Orthodox Church 
officials. These prosecutions are confirmed in the reports of the Zetan count 
Vukan, older son of Stefan Nemanja, to pope Innocent III, that a heretic, bo-
gumil teaching in 1199 is spread in Bosnia, followed by a crusade of the Hun-
garian king Emerik on Bosnia32, and before that due to the notorious Deževa 
council in 1196, many followers of pataren teaching in the Nemanjić state 
were displaced, slaughtered and assimilated33. With gradual weakening of the 
Ottoman Empire, the conditions of the Muslim population are continuously 
worsening. With losing their territories, Muslims are displaced, assimilated 
or victims of their neighbors’ genocidal tendencies. This has resulted in cities 
with previously majority Muslim population, today to be completely ethni-
cally cleansed from it. For example, in 1868 in Užice were destroyed 34 and 
in Smedrevo 24 mosques. In Belgrade were between 270 and 300 mosques 
and only Bajrakli mosque on Dorćol survived34. Similar destiny befell Šabac, 
Niš, Vranje and all the other cities as part of the Principality of Serbia35. In the 
period from the second half of XVII century until today, against Muslims in 
this part of Europe eleven genocides were committed, starting from the Great 
Vienna war 1683 – 1699, until the last, the most hideous in Srebrenica in 
July 2005.36  The final withdrawal of the Ottomans, caused customization of 

32  Imamović, Mustafa:  History of the Bosniaks, BZK “Preporod”, Sarajevo, 2006., pp. 33
33  Compare:Hadžijahić, Muhammad: The history of Bosnia in the ninth and tenth century, BZK 
“Preporod” Sarajevo 2004; Aličković, Sulejman: Bogumili Sandžak, Libro, Tutin 2009
34  Turkish traveler Evliya Çelebi in the early seventeenth century, notes that in Belgrade there are 
217 mosques and mesdžids. As former Belgrade intensively developed, it is assumed that by the 
departure of the Ottomans it was three hundreds of mosques.
35  Imamović, Mustafa:  History of the Bosniaks, BZK “Preporod”, Sarajevo, 2006., pp. 328 - 331
36  Omerdić, Muhammad: Contributions to the study of genocide against the Bosniaks (1992-
1995), El-Kalem, Sarajevo, 1999, Proceedings: Genocide in Bosnia and Herzegovina 1991-1995, 
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the centuries-old borders and splitting of the Bosniak population in two, i.e., 
three great entities. Bosnia and Herzegovina remained separate administrati-
ve and territorial entirety, while Novi Pazar Sandžak is divided between the 
newly-formed Kingdoms of Serbia and Montenegro.37

Sandžak is a historic province in southeast Serbia and northern Monte-
negro. It borders with Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo and Albania. San-
džak is a separate geopolitical, cultural, historical, ethnical, confessional and 
administrative and territorial entirety with governing and cultural centre in 
Novi Pazar. It is spread on 8.696 km2. It has historical and with international 
conventions verified borders, confirmed with the resolutions of the Berlin 
congress in 1878, Constantinopole convention of 1879 and AVNOJ decrees. 
It encompasses the municipalities of Novi Pazar, Tutin, Sjenica, Nova Varoš, 
Prijepolje, Priboj (Northern Sandžak), Rožaje, Bijelo Polje, Berane, Plav, Gu-
sinje and Pljevlja (Southern Sandžak).38

The Preševo valley, according to its geographical nature, until the end of 
World War II was part of Kosovo. The communist regime has, after accessing 
the absolute power, altered, by then recognized natural boundaries, so that, 
inter alia, the entire Bosnian coast was granted to Montenegro, the Preševo 
Valley with majority Albanian population to Serbia, the territory from Le-
posavić to Kosovska Mitrovica with dominant Serbian population to Ko-
sovo, with the aim of breaking up the concentration of religious and ethnic 
communities in an administrative and governing entirety and increase of the 
territory of some republics at the expense of others.

Institute for the Study of Crimes against Humanity and International Law, Sarajevo 1997; 
Čajlaković , Zekerijah ef.: Ten genocides and ten messages/ lessons to Bosniaks not to forget, not 
to happen again, www.rijaset.ba, Friday, 11 April 2008 11:41.
37  Imamović, Mustafa:  History of the Bosniaks, BZK “Preporod”, Sarajevo, 2006., pp. 349-350
38  Halilović, Alija: The identity card of Sandžak, SENT no. 7-8, New Pazar, November 2003., pp. 
36-42.
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The internal division of Serbia into districts is done in a similar manner, 
where Sandžak towns, contrary to geographic, demographic, cultural and 
economic regulations, are distributed in Raška (Novi Pazar and Tutin) and 
Zlatibor District (Sjenica, Nova Varoš, Priboj, Prijepolje) in order that Mu-
slims become minority population in relation to Christians and might not 
significantly affect the economic, cultural and any other development39.

After World War II, the communist authorities are cleansing the territory 
of Vojvodina from the indigenous German population, the so called folkdoj-
čers, and on their estates bring population from the rural, poor, mountaino-
us parts of former Yugoslavia, especially from Herzegovina. In this manner, 
in Vojvodina province are re-settled Muslims along with other colonists40. 
Belgrade, as the seat of former pashaluk, in the past was a great Ottoman 
center with majority Muslim population. In the period 1793-1867 the entire 
Belgrade Muslim population was dislocated, murdered or forcibly baptized. 
Becoming the capital of SFRY, Belgrade becomes an attractive destination for 
migrants from the interior of the state who, because of their education and 
better living conditions, settled in the capital.

The entire twentieth century, an aggressive policy of discrimination, assi-
milation and ethnic cleansing of Muslims was carried out from those parts of 
Serbia where they were secure and jealously safeguarding the eternal homes 
and heritage of their ancestors. On several occasions were performed agreed 
emigrations to Turkey, which were even provoked from the state apparatus. 
One of the important international documents that allowed such a thing is, 
the so called, Gentleman’s Agreement of SFRY and the Republic of Turkey 
from 1954. Muslims have decided to leave their homeland due to personal 
and property insecurity, and the inability to achieve a minimum religious 

39  The seats of these districts are mainly cities with majority Serbian population, where are 
located all the major district institutions.
40  See: Facts and Figures on Vojvodina, http://www.lsvsu.org.rs/vojvodina/podaci_vojvodina.htm.
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and national freedom. The existence of continuing genocidal policies of the 
Serbian authorities in relation to Muslims is confirmed by the ideological 
platforms of the Serbian nation, such is “Načertanije” by Ilija Garašanin, 
“Instructions on the ethnic cleansing of Sandžak and Kosovo, from the Bo-
sniaks and Albanians” by Draža Mihajlović, and the current Constitution of 
the Republic of Serbia in where is specified that Serbia is state of the Serbian 
people and all the others who live in it, depriving  Bosniaks of a constituent 
status which they had enjoyed in the Constitution of the SFRY, and reducing 
them to a national minority or religious group41.

During the rule of the communist one-party system of the Yugoslav repu-
blics’ federation, Serbia’s Muslims were subjected to various forms of defiance, 
from the closure and demolition of mosques, through  abolition of madrassas 
and mektebs, seizure of waqfs, nationalization of the private property, pro-
hibition of the performance of religious duties, arrests, forced labor, tortures 
and execution of Muslim practitioners42, the ban on wearing the hijab43, fake 
trials against Muslim intellectuals44, to discrimination regarding education, 
employment and professional training.

41  The first article in the Constitution of the Republic of Serbia is: Republic of Serbia is a state of 
Serbian people and all citizens who live in it, based on the rule of law and social justice, principles 
of civil democracy, human and minority rights and freedoms and determination to European 
principles and values.
42  The most drastic example is death by firing squad of thousands of the most respected citizens 
of Novi Pazar in the locality Hadžet.
43  The law prohibiting wearing of hijab adopted in 1950.
44  See: Dupljak, Rifat: Young Muslims in Sandžak, Historical Archives, “Ras”, Novi Pazar 2003
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Culture

During the five-century Ottoman presence in this area, a luxurious Mu-
slim culture and civilization is being developed45. Reflections of Ottoman 
architecture are present, even in those places where ethnic cleansing of the 
Muslim population was carried out, although material facts are only spora-
dically preserved. The fact that, for example, Belgrade was once an oriental 
and Islamic town, besides Bajrakli mosque, is confirmed by the Kalemegdan 
fortress as well, where even today there is Türbe of one Ottoman pasha. The 
names of old Belgrade quarts are mostly of oriental origin: Dorćol, Skadarli-
ja46. In Niš, the central city in South Serbia, only three mosques survived, of 
which only one remained with the original purpose47. Also, in Mali Zvornik, 
the border town to Bosnia, has survived only one mosque. As an illustrative 
example of the great influence of the Ottomans to the overall cultural and 
civilizational development in Serbia is the fact that almost 90% of the Serbi-
an national cuisine consists of oriental dishes. The presence of orientalisms 
in the Serbian language with over 10,000 words from different lexical fields 
itself speaks of the dominance of Turkish, Persian and Arabic language on the 
lexical core and lexicographic basis of the Serbian language. For many words 
of oriental origin there is not an appropriate equivalent in Serbian language.48

45  Compare: Ismet Bušatlić, Islamic culture and civilization in the Balkans (Chrestomathy), 
Faculty of Islamic Studies in Sarajevo, Sarajevo, 2006.
46  Dorćol → tur. Dort Yol - intersection, crossing four times. Skadarlija → Shkodra + tur. ly suffix 
of affiliation: Lake Skadar, which belongs to Shkodra.
47  Hadrović mosque in the centre of Niš, was target of Serbian extremists who, after the conflict of 
Kosovo Albanians and Serbs in 2001, burned it. The second, half-demolished mosque in Niš, was 
transformed into a museum exhibition space.
48  Check: Škaljić, Abdulah: Orientalisms in the Serbo-Croatian Language, Svjetlost, Sarajevo 
1966
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The Ottoman culture and civilization with Illyrian and Slavic attributes 
which are included in the identity core of the Bosniak people is preserved in 
Sandžak. As the Ottomans founded all Sandžak towns, they have even today, 
with greater or lesser extent, preserved the outlines of oriental architecture. 
Only in Novi Pazar, there are twenty five mosques from the Ottoman period, 
which originate from the sixteenth to the nineteenth century. Main Sjenica 
mosque is named after one of the Sultans: Sultan Valide Mosque. In Prijepo-
lje, Musala  and many other monuments of material culture have been saved. 
In the old cemetery and mosque harems are buried many Ottoman dignita-
ries: viziers, pashas, begs, qadis, muftis, aghas, gaziyas, martyrs etc. The life-
style, family, neighboring and social life is also based on the patriarchal and 
oriental sources. The Ottomans, as part of their general and cultural actions, 
opened horizons of interliterary communities to the nations of this region. 
During their five-century presence, several thousand scientists, thinkers and 
writers from this region were creating in Turkish, Persian and Arabic, and 
gave a great contribution to the entire Muslim culture and civilization49.

By establishing the Kingdom of SHS, later Kingdom of Yugoslavia, and 
the post-war Yugoslavia, the Bosniaks are denied the right to appoint a nati-
onal language, they are denied the existence of a separate national literature, 
in the official history the facts essential to the continuity of their existence 
and indignity to this region are forged, infesting on the monuments of their 
material nature with the aim of erasing their identity and assimilating them 
into Serbian people. This project attempts to result in the educational institu-
tions, the official use of language and script and the media. In the seventies, 
the process of national awakening and unwillingness to culturocide projects 
of destruction of Bosniak Muslim nation and national identity. As a coun-
ter-answer to such conduct, the regime introduced a ban on some authors, 

49  Details: Duraković, Enes; Duraković, Esad; Nametak, Fehim: Bosniak Literature in Literary 
Criticism, Volume I, the older literature, Alef, Sarajevo 1998.
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excommunicated and terrorized the leading intellectuals from the public life, 
arrested and in rigged trials condemned free thinkers and started a fierce anti-
Muslim campaign at all levels.

Language and script

Muslims in Serbia, according to their ethnicity, use multiple languages 
and alphabets. Bosniaks speak Bosnian language and have two equal alpha-
bets Latin and Cyrillic, but prefer the Latin alphabet. In the past they used 
Bosančica, medieval Bosnian script, and Arebica, Arabic alphabet adapted to 
the spelling of the Bosnian language. Bosnian language belongs to the South 
Slavic language group and is the core of middle-south Slavic diasystem, which 
also includes Serbian, Croatian and Montenegrin50. With the Vienna agree-
ment from 1850, Serbs and Croats have established language community ba-
sed on spoken dialects of the Bosnian language and called it Serbo-Croatian 
language, challenging the right of Bosniaks to appoint their mother tongue 
according the historical facts, natural and language regularities and their own 
sentiment. The struggle of Bosniaks for recognition of the right to appoint 
their native Bosnian language ended just in the nineties of the twentieth cen-
tury, although among the Serbian national linguistic circles, there is still some 
resistance towards this process. Reflections of such linguistic discrimination 
against Bosniaks, in the project of organized defiance of their special identity 
and aggressive assimilation, can be felt even today, after the democratic chan-
ges in Serbian society, especially in literature and the use of mother tongue 
in public and educational institutions51. According to European standards, in 

50  Jahić, Dževad; Halilović, Senahid; Palić, Ismail: Grammar of Bosnian language, Dom štampe, 
Zenica 2000
51  Advisory Committee of the Framework Convention for the Protection of National Minorities, 
Second Opinion for Serbia, adopted on 19 March 2009, article 173: Implementation of Article 10 
of the Framework Convention is rather slow in other parts of Serbia. While the Albanian language 
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areas with 15% of the Bosniak population all instructions in schools should 
have been organized in Bosnian language, and Serbian authorities, only after 
pressure from the European Union, allowed optional study of the Bosnian 
language within the frames of one subject, and set a condition for the stu-
dents to choose between the Bosnian language and Information technologi-
es52. A drastic example of Bosniak children abuse in the educational system 
is the celebration of St. Sava Academy, where students of Muslim religion are 
forced to sing Church and other Orthodox ritual songs53.

Albanian language belongs to a separate language family, and unlike Bo-
snian, there are no common points of contact with the Serbian language. This 
factor had a decisive influence on the preservation of the national identity of 
Preševo Albanians, because the Serbian regime had no other means than to 
use open force, what even happened on several occasions, in order to conduct 
a perfidious policy of silent assimilation of the Albanian people, as it is for 
hundreds years trying to do with the Bosniaks of Sandžak. The Roma popu-
lation usually speaks Romani mixed dialects, Serbian and Bosnian language, 
depending on the majority population in the communities where they live. 
Muslim converts from Serbian people speak Serbian language and use the 
Cyrillic alphabet as basic alphabet.

was introduced as an official language of three municipalities in southern Serbia, where Albanians 
live in significant numbers, there is lack of resources to make this provision fully enforced. Demands 
for the Bosnian language to be introduced in other municipalities, apart from Novi Pazar, Tutin and 
Sjenica, remained unanswered.
52  Compare: Application of the European Charter for Regional or Minority Languages in Serbia, 
Strasbourg 2009
53  Sava is founder of Serbian Orthodox Church. After the breakup of Yugoslavia, Serbian 
authorities have introduced the celebration of his birth as a mandatory school celebration. On this 
day in all schools in his honor are organized events, at which his character and work are glorified 
and church hymns sung.
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Economy

As a historical region, Sandžak has played an important economic role 
in this part of the Balkans and beyond, and was renowned as a crossroad of 
important trade routes from the east towards the Dubrovnik Republic and 
the west. During the seventies of the twentieth century, there is economic 
expansion of the Sandžak region, by forming more economic giants which 
soon became leaders in their branches (TK “ Raška”, Shoe factory “ Ras”, 
Furniture factory “ Deževa”, Marble factory “Ukras”, The construction mate-
rials industry “ Sloga”, Construction company “Razvitak”, “ Vojin Popović” 
Company, Transport company “ Sandžaktrans”, Tourism enterprise “ Lipa”) 
and partially Priboj on Lim (Car factory Priboj - FAP). During the nineties of 
the twentieth century, with the disintegration of Yugoslavia, a general decay 
arose as a result of the war and an uncertain political climate, which caused 
a complete economic collapse of state enterprises in Sandžak, due to insol-
vency, low accumulation and economic desolation, and only 25% of utilized 
capacity54. By coupling the regime profiteers and local tycoons, their property 
was sold for a mere trifle, and tens of thousands of workers were left without 
a job, without paid personal income, social and pension insurance.

At the same time, with the entrepreneurial skills and investments of priva-
te capital by local businessmen, there is development and expansion of small 
and medium enterprises, particularly in the areas of textiles, footwear and 
wood industries. The state’s lack of interest for economic development of this 
region, has led to a lack of stimulus measures and subsidies that would enhan-
ce future development. On the contrary, the state is, with a constant pressure 
of the regime inspections discouraging the producers, and with the appearan-
ce of dirty and drug capital, and its non-intervention, has created a climate 
of unfair competition. Such an irresponsible attitude of the state towards the 
54  Halilović, Alija: The identity card of Sandžak, SENT no. 7-8, New Pazar, November 2003
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economy of Sandžak, has led to closure of large number of private factories, 
where thousands of people were left without jobs. An illustrated example of 
the economic collapse of Novi Pazar, the largest city with a Muslim majority, 
with slight variations reflects the situation in all municipalities with a Muslim 
majority. The images of protests, strikes and claims of their rights from the 
state, local government or business corporations, are common on the streets 
of all cities, and some strikes have had tragic outcomes55. The World Bank de-
fines this region as an area of active poor population, and the national income 
per capita is 37.9% in respect to the level of the Republic of Serbia56. Due to 
general underdevelopment, unfinished and outdated road network, political, 
social and economic insecurity, as well as the discriminatory relations of the 
state, all major foreign investments are bypassing Sandžak.

According to recent statistics, Novi Pazar is, with 49% of the population 
below 29 years, the youngest city in Europe57. However, this young popula-
tion is unemployed, with no chance to get a job that suits their professional 
qualifications, psycho-physical capabilities and current references. Because of 
this situation, we are faced with constant emergence of “brain drain”, mostly 
into Western Europe, which diminishes the intellectual capital of Serbia’s 
55  25. 7. 2007, workers of the Holding Vojin Popovic, from 10 April in the hunger strike, say they 
will ignite the holding if it does not emerge from rigged bankruptcy. Source: http://www.b92.net/
info/vesti/index. 248 276, 26. 10.2010, 11:01; in April 2009. The president of the Association of 
Textile Workers Novi Pazar Zoran Bulatovic had cut himself a finger in protest at government’s 
indifference to the workers. Source: http://www.vesti.rs/Hronika/Drastican-potez-radnika-u-
strajku.html, 26.10. 2010, 11:01; 9. 7. 2010. A worker of “Iskra metal” Halko Društinac knock 
himself a nail in hand, to draw attention to disabled workers from the company, which have been 
on strike for 115 days. Source: http://www.rts.rs.Zakucao+sebi+ekser+u+ruku.html, 26.10. 2010, 
11:04;
56  Pfeifer, Cristian; Šećeragić, Bisera: Perception of the private business sector in Sandžak in the 
political and economic environment, European Movement in Serbia, Local council in Novi Pazar, 
Novi Pazar, 2009, pp. 14
57  Sources: City Council of Novi Pazar, published on the website: http://sandzakpress.net/novi-
pazar-najmladi-grad-u-evropi, 26.10. 2010, 10:22 h
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Muslims. The National employment bureau in the first half of 2010, recorded 
56% of unemployed in relation to the working age population. Most conspi-
cuous discrimination regarding the right to work is present in the offices of 
the state institutions; such are the police, the army, judiciary and healthcare 
system, while ignoring the existence of a large number of highly educated 
professional staff.

All these factors have adversely affected the social image of Muslim famili-
es. General unemployment creates a negative accumulation of frustration and 
often leads to conflict, and sometimes, unfortunately, to the definitive collap-
se of marriage and family union. The Islamic community is trying, through 
its institutions, and especially the Centre for Charity work “Hajrat, in large 
extent to influence the reconstruction of the impact of the negative social 
factors on family relationships, but state and local services usually disregard 
these significant problems, and thus create a hardly surmountable gap, which 
on the ground includes a large number of delinquents and socially abando-
ned cases.

Political aspects

With the introduction of multiparty system in 1990, Bosniaks are con-
centrating around the Party for Democratic Action, whose federal leader was 
Alija Izetbegović, and the commissioner for Serbia was Sulejman Ugljanin. 
Albanian population is grouped around Ibrahim Rugova’s Democratic Alli-
ance of Kosovo. In the first multiparty elections, Bosniaks gave one hun-
dred percent trust to the Party for Democratic Action, while the Albanians 
boycotted these elections.

In 1992 there is disintegration of Yugoslavia and independence of the 
federal units, which causes wars in Slovenia (1990), Croatia (1991-1995), 
Bosnia and Herzegovina (1992-1995), Kosovo (1998-1999), Preševo Valley 
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(1999-2001), Serbia (NATO bombing of 1999) and Macedonia (Albani-
an-Macedonian war 2001). During these wars, Muslims in Serbia are going 
through various forms of reprisal. There is arranged expulsion of Bosniaks 
and liquidation of twelve civilians from Bukovice in Pljevlja (1992-1993), 
kidnapping of seventeen Bosniak civilians from Sjeverin, municipality Priboj, 
and nineteen from Štrpce, municipality Prijepolje, their torture and disposal. 
These cases, eighteen years later, are not fully elucidated, nor are the bodies of 
innocent victims found. Over 20,000 Bosniaks from Novi Pazar, Tutin and 
Sjenica were taken for informative talks to the police, where the most drastic 
tortures were conducted and as a result of which individuals have lost their 
lives. There were rigged court proceedings against Bosniak Intellectuals in 
Serbia and Montenegro, who, after a decade or more, have not yet been com-
pleted and for which Republic of Serbia, in a few sporadic cases, had to pay 
recompenses. There is also a perennial presence of warmongering machinery 
- the army, weapons and paramilitary units - which intimidated the civilian 
population and enforced terror created a negative atmosphere and sense of 
threat in the Muslim population58. All of the above has resulted in between 
50,000 and 70,000 Muslims to immigrate to Western countries in order to 
preserve their lives, which has significantly changed the demographic image 
of some municipalities in which Muslims were the majority population59. 
External isolation has contributed the citizenry to be living on the edge of 
existence. In all municipalities with majority Muslim population, compulsive 
governance was imposed. Muslim personnel were removed from the mana-
gerial positions, and new staff was not employed in public companies. Major 
intellectuals were excommunicated from the public life. Political organizati-

58  Testimonies from Sandžak, Sandžak Committee for Protection of Human Rights and Freedoms, 
Edition Blue Library, Book 17, Novi Pazar,2002
59  Halilović, Alija: The identity card of Sandžak, SENT no. 7-8, Novi Pazar, November 2003, 
pp.37
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ons are minimized, Bosniak national unity is violated by various regime and 
espionage activities.

In May 1991, the political, religious, cultural, social and representatives of 
the intellectual elite of Sandžak Bosniaks have established the institution of 
Muslim National Council of Sandžak (MNVS). This representative body had 
the task of representing the Bosniaks in negotiations on the dissolution of the 
Yugoslav federation of republics; to assume the competences of the controller 
of civil, ethnic and religious equality and freedoms of Muslim population, 
and protect their lives, property and cultural heritage, i.e., the national in-
terests of Bosniaks in Sandžak. In October 1992, the MNVS announced a 
referendum on the political and territorial autonomy of Sandžak within the 
limits which were defined by ZAVNOS during World War II60. The figure 
of 98.29% of voters expressed their wish to restore the autonomous status of 
Sandžak region. The memorandum on the special status of Sandžak, which 
was adopted in 1993, defined the range of powers which should include the 
autonomy of Sandžak, as well as the institutions that fall within its compe-
tencies. In the next 1993, as a consequence of restoring the historic name 
of the people, there is a change in the name MNVS into Bosniak National 
Council of Sandžak (BNVS)61. While thousands of Bosniaks were under the 
most hideous forms of torture, the SDA leader and the president of BNVS 
immigrated to the Republic of Turkey on 14.09.1993, where he remained 
until 30.09.1996. The General secretary of SDA Rasim Ljajić in 1994, split 
the part of the party and formed a “Coalition Sandžak,” which was later 
renamed the Sandžak Democratic Party. Because of the deviation from the 
original course and principles of the party, Džemail Suljević  left the SDA 
Sandžak and formed the National Movement of Sandžak, as well as Fevzi-

60  ZAVNOS - National Antifascist Council of National Liberation of Sandžak.
61  Serbian Sandžak: Still forgotten, Crisis Group Report for Europe, no. 162, 8 April 2005., pp. 13, 
footnote. No. 7
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ja Murić who founded the Party for Sandžak. On the next local elections, 
the SDA wins the majority, but the regime introduced compulsory rule in 
the cities with Bosniak population. The defeat of Milosević’s ideology, Rasim 
Ljajić became minister for National and Ethnic Communities in the FRY 
Government. The local government of the SDA used the absence of quality 
opposition to misuse the budgets and dispose the immovable property owned 
by city governments62.

On the occasion of adoption of the discriminatory constitution of the 
Republic of Serbia in 2006, the Islamic community organized consultation of 
the major Bosniak political factors. As a product of this consultation occurs 
a Declaration (2006)63 of Bosniaks in Serbia, condemning the ignorance of 
the Bosniak demands and their marginalization in the process of adoption 
of the Constitution. The Declaration also states that Bosniaks do not accept 
the discriminatory First article of the Constitution where it is specified that 
Serbia is state of the Serbian people; it has expressed regret that at passing of 
the Constitution the principles of European regionalism were not adhered 
to; protested  because of the mono-ethnic state symbols and anthem; and 
required from the Parliament, the President and the Government to initiate 
a dialogue on resolving the status of Bosniaks in Serbia and in the region 
of Sandžak. This Declaration is signed by the representatives of the Islamic 
community and all relevant political factors other than the coalition “List for 
Sandžak “ of Sulejman Ugljanin64.

On the occasion of the announced regionalization of Serbia according to 
which the municipalities with Muslim, especially with Bosniak population, 

62  Details: Novi Pazar: Frauds in the budget, http://www.b92.rs/info/vesti/2006; Minister Ugljanin 
charged: Misappropriation of 11 millions?, Http://www.pressonline.rs/sr/vesti/vesti_dana.
63  Bosniak people in the XXI century brought three important Declarations: in 2006, 2009 and 
2010.
64  http://www.mesihat.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=2656
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would mostly be distributed in regions with a dominant Serbian majority, 
the representatives of Bosniak organizations and institutions on 4.07.2009, 
adopted a Declaration which expresses concern over continuing human 
rights violations, especially of Muslims and Bosniaks in Serbia; condemned 
the unconstitutional and illegal attitude of the Ministry of religions towards 
the Islamic community, seeking dismissal of the Minister of religion due to 
his inappropriate statements on the occasion of the visit of reis-ul-ulema Mu-
stafa-ef Cerić to the Muslims in Serbia. The declaration also condemned the 
economic discrimination against the citizens of Sandžak and from the rele-
vant state authorities requests an urgent program of economic recovery of this 
region. In accordance with the principles and standards of European regiona-
lism in the process of decentralization and regionalization of Serbia, from the 
competent state bodies, in the future constitutional and legal arrangements, is 
required to take into account the characteristics of the Sandžak region, which 
includes its integrity with headquarters in Novi Pazar. Declaration from 2009 
also requires an urgent adoption of the Law on national minorities in accor-
dance with European laws.

Ugljanin’s ruling party is experiencing a collapse when, as a lever of the 
Serbian authorities, it enters into an open attack on the Islamic commu-
nity with an intention of its hierarchical destruction, subsuming it under 
the absolute control of the Belgrade regime and alienation from Sarajevo as a 
spiritual centre. Thanks to the active participation of the Islamic community 
and bitterness of Bosniak people, on local elections in 2008, the coalition of 
Bosniak parties and associations gathered around Rasim Ljajić’s SDP wins 
over Ugljanin in all Sandžak municipalities, except in Tutin, in addition to 
many irregularities and open vote theft. Because of his previous credit for the 
idea of Greater Serbia project in assimilating the Muslims, the Serbian politi-
cal regime revived Ugljanin and awarded him the Ministry without Portfolio 
in the Government of the Republic of Serbia.
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The SDP’ abandonment from the pre-election promises and programs that 
would deal with the problem of Bosniaks in Serbia, has caused great indigna-
tion of Bosniak people, who sought from the representatives of the elite a for-
mation of new political and cultural entities that will appropriately represent 
their interests. An assembly of the most prominent Bosniak Intellectuals, led 
by the Islamic community in Serbia, on 25 January 2010 in Novi Pazar for-
med the Bosniak Cultural Community as an umbrella institution that would 
reassert the religious, ethnic and libertarian values of the Bosniaks, continue 
the indigenous course and protect the cultural and identity particularities of 
the Bosniaks. In June 2010, the Government of the Republic of Serbia orga-
nized the elections for the National Councils of National Minorities. For the 
Bosniak National Council were nominated three lists: prof. Mevlud Dudić’s 
Bosniak Cultural Community (BKZ), Rasim Ljajić’s Bosniak Rebirth and 
Sulejman Ugljanin’s Bosniak List. On the elections on 6th June 2010, the 
BKZ, whose list holder was the Grand Mufty Muamer ef. Zukorlić, in addi-
tion to proven electoral fraud and a number of irregularities65, won 48.40% 
of the votes, and together with two councilors of the Bosniac Rebirth formed 
the Bosniak National Council. The Serbian government refuses to recognize 
the democratically expressed will of the Bosniaks in Serbia. The night before 
the inaugural session of BNV it changes until then applicable rules of proce-
dure, according to which the formation of BNV requires a simple majority, 
and in the new rules of procedure it is stated that the Bosniak minority is 
specific and that for the formation of BNV it is necessary to have two-thirds 
majority. The representatives of the Ministry for Human and Minority Rights 
forge resignations of two councilors of Bosniak Rebirth that took part in the 

65  Twenty thousand voters who are supposed to vote for the BCC are removed from the voting 
lists, BCC representatives were expelled from the regular assembleys of the voting committees, 
judicial bodies hold session on the election day at 2:00 h and make a negative decision on the 
appeal of the BCC.
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constitution of the BNV66. In response to the brutal violation of the laws by 
the Government and its representatives, on 14.07.2010, the Bosniak Natio-
nal Council67 met and adopted a Declaration in which it is emphasized that 
the Bosniaks are a constituent people in Serbia, condemned the barbarity of 
the Ministry for Human and Minority Rights, requested an urgent resign 
of Minister Čiplić, determining of criminal responsibility for the forgery of 
Bosniaks’ election will, giving full support to the newly created BNV and 
appealed to the Bosniaks in the parent body and Diaspora to allocate one per-
cent of their personal income to participate in financing projects of national 
importance68. One of the conclusions of the Bosniak National Council is the 
initiative for formation of the Committee for Reconstruction of the National 
Council of Sandžak, which has the task to actualize the question of autonomy 
of Sandžak in the form in which it was experienced during the World War II. 
This process has already started and it begins to occupy an important place 
in the minds of the Bosniak people and the relevant international instituti-
ons. As a product of present BKZ actions, a new political party, the Bosniak 
Democratic Community (BDZ) is in the course of formation, which will be 
based on preservation and promotion of the Bosniak identity in the light of 
spiritual, moral and civilizational values.

Following the secession of Kosovo from Serbia, Preševo Valley Albanians 
organize themselves into several parties that make up the Coalition of Preševo 
Valley Albanians: the Party for Democratic Action, the Democratic Union 
of Albanians, the Movement for Democratic Progress, a group of citizens 
Rahmi Zufin. These parties have, after overcoming some internal disagree-
ments, established a national unity of the Albanians, have a stable electorate 

66  More info: Ignoring the electoral will of the Bosniaks, http://bnv.rs/?p=18, 8. 7. 2010
67  Bosniak National Council is the national body that brings together most of the social, political 
and non-governmental organisations of Bosniaks in Serbia.
68  Declaration of the Bosniak Council http://bnv.rs/?p=47, 14.07. 2010
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and representatives in local and legislative government. The most important 
political leader of the Preševo Valley Albanians is the president of the Party for 
Democratic Action Riza Halimi.

Media

The integration process of Muslims into the Serbian society is greatly ham-
pered by the Belgrade regime media, which act aggressively on issues in San-
džak by writing in a sensational way and using every pretext to show Muslims 
as a disturbing, destabilizing factor in the society or, in times of conflict, cause 
confusion and intensify the tensions. Thanks to them, the Serbs living outside 
Muslim societies acquire a false picture, have a negative connotation and cre-
ate stereotypical judgments on Islam and Muslims. Most heinous example of 
media lynching of Muslims in Serbia is the act of the daily newspaper “Blic” 
that made a photomontage of the Grand Mufti with a cross on his head. The 
national TV stations broadcast one discriminating article about Islam and 
Muslims almost every day.

Muslims in Sandžak only have available media formed by the Islamic 
community69 and some independent media, such as TV Jedinstvo which re-
ports on all current and social events in the country and the region in an 
objective and comprehensive manner. However, there are biased media who 
are always with the ruling majority and give a subjective picture of the reality. 
Regionalna televizija governed by the city of Novi Pazar and Radio Sto Plus 
are some of those.

69  Glas Islama, Radio Refref, TV Universa.
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Education

The very first schools in Serbia came with Islam and the Ottomans. Thanks 
to the institution of Waqf from the fifteenth to the twentieth century, Serbian 
education system consisted of sibyan-maktabs, madrassas, rushdies, and dar 
al-idadija mualimina. Until the nineteenth century the Orthodox population 
had very few educational institutions that operated within the churches and 
monasteries.70 With the establishment of the Kingdom and later Yugoslavia, 
the secular education system was preferred. Religious schools and religious 
communities were violently extinguished. Out of eleven Sandžak madra-
ssas, by the end of the World War II only the Madrassa in Novi Pazar was 
functional, when the communists banned its work. After World War II, pri-
mary and secondary schools of general and vocational education are functio-
ning in municipalities where Muslim population is majority. Although Novi 
Pazar was a regional centre, the state did not allow it to create any specialized 
middle school, and far less any college or university. The public considered it 
natural that, after leaving the territory of Kosovo, the University of Priština 
should be moved to Novi Pazar, but the state rather moved certain faculties of 
this institution to Serbian villages and provincial towns than to a Muslim city 
with over 100,000 inhabitants. Students from Sandžak region were forced to 
go to distant university centres in which they, especially during the nineties 
of the twentieth century, went through all kinds of humiliation, threats, dis-
crimination, felt pressure and general uncertainty and fear for their lives. Al-
banians abandoned the whole system by the end of eighties and organized 
their own educational institutions with the cultural and administrative center 
in Pristina. Upon Kosovo’s independence and with the departure of Serbian 

70  Dudić, Mevlud: Sandžački Azhar, “Gazi Isa-beg” monograph, Madrassa in Novi Pazar, El-
Kelimeh, Novi Pazar 2010. (in print). 
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institutions from this territory, that system is transferred to the jurisdiction of 
the Kosovo government.

The Islamic Community in Serbia formed the first institution of higher 
education in the Sandžak region in 2001, the Islamic Academy of Education, 
which later became the Faculty for Islamic studies. Encountering on under-
standing of the  Prime Minister Zoran Đinđić, the Islamic Community in 
Serbia founded the International University of Novi Pazar in 2002. 

In order to obstruct the existence of IUNP, the government of Vojislav Ko-
štunica formed a wide range of branches of other Serbian universities in Novi 
Pazar. When it did not give the desired results, the same regime set establis-
hed the State University of Novi Pazar with identical faculties, departments 
and degree programs that already exist on IUNP. The State University passes 
the accreditation process in unreal time, with 1 / 3 of the teaching staff, lack 
of library and the related facilities, while the IUNP has been kept in suspense 
for two years in spite of the fact that it possesses the most modern building 
in Serbia, the latest teaching aids, the most professional teaching staff in the 
wider region and meets all the international and European standards.

 
In order to compensate the deficiencies of the existing education system, the 
Islamic community has established a complete educational system which ran-
ges from kindergarten through preparatory maktab schools, madrassas and 
the Islamic faculty.

Health care

The map of health-care facilities in Muslim areas in Serbia is very poor, 
ranging from clinics, through dispensaries, health centers and medical cen-
ters. Neither Sandžak nor the Preševo valley have clinical centres where se-
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rious illnesses could be treated and demanding surgical intervention could 
be performed. Although Novi Pazar is half way closer, patients in Sjenica 
municipality have to travel 110 km and get to Užice for any serious medical 
treatment just because they belong to the Zlatibor district. It is often the case 
for many pregnant women with pregnancy problems to give birth, or fail to 
survive, on the way to the hospital. At the gynecology department of the me-
dical center of Novi Pazar, Muslim women, in most cases, have to agree and 
get examined by male non-Muslims. People with serious illnesses are tran-
sported to the clinical centers of some other Serbian cities71 where they don’t 
get the same treatment as other patients; they do not feel completely safe and 
are often forced to pay for additional examinations, medical treatments and 
therapies which are, since they are medically insured, free of charge.

The Islamic community

Upon departure of the Ottomans and a short diplomatic struggle, the or-
ganization of Islamic community in Bosnia and Herzegovina got its indepen-
dence from the Ottoman Empire. Instead of the previous Istanbul Sheikh al-
Islam and Meshihat, Muslims of Bosnia and Herzegovina established Riyaset 
and promoted the title of Reis-ul-ulema. Mustafa Hilmi-Effendi Omerović 
was elected the first Reis-ul-ulema in 1882. The great struggle for the waqf 
and ma’arif autonomy ended in 1909 with the adoption of the “Statute of 
autonomous administration of Islamic, religious and waqf and ma’arif  affairs 
in Bosnia and Herzegovina”, which also marked the establishment of a hierar-
chical structure of the Islamic community. Upon the formation of Kingdom 
of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes in 1918 Muslims faced a very difficult period 
because there was no Islamic community at the state level until 1929.The 
official head of Muslims was Reis-ul-ulema, but the Ministry of religions was 

71  Kraljevo, Kragujevac, Beograd.
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in charge for appointment and supervision of the officials and it did its best 
to reduce the influence of the Islamic community; it infiltrated its own people 
and tried to take away as much waqf property as possible.

The regime-oriented Ibrahim Effendi Maglajlić was elected the first Reis-
ul-ulema of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia in 1930.  According to the constitu-
tion of that time, the Islamic community of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia was 
divided into nine mufti districts, of which one belonged to Novi Pazar. After 
the World War II, all Muslims in Yugoslavia found themselves in a comple-
tely new ideologically-political and state and legal framework. Communist 
government abolished religious teachings and the Sharia courts. All madra-
ssas, except Ghazi Husrev-beg’s in Sarajevo were closed; numerous mosques, 
masjids and other buildings of the Islamic community were demolished and 
all valuable waqf property was seized. After a few defective, the final Con-
stitution that successfully defined the Islamic community in Yugoslavia was 
adopted in 1969 in Priština; it constituted the four Republic Councils (in 
Sarajevo, Priština, Podgorica and Skopje) and one Supreme Council of the 
IC based in Sarajevo.  The Islamic community disintegrated along with the 
partition of Yugoslavia.72

Sandžak Bosniaks formed the Council as a legislative body in 1993, and 
then the Meshihat of Islamic community of Sandžak as an executive body, 
that would be declared the legitimate religious representative of Bosniaks in 
Serbia and Montenegro during the meeting of all the Yugoslav successors to 
the Islamic community in October 1994 in Istanbul, and that would as a se-
parate Meshihat enter the composition of the Islamic Community of Bosnia 
and Herzegovina. Islamic Community of Sandžak, in those difficult times, 
contrary to the expectations and thanks to the decisive leadership, has been 

72  See for further information: Nakičević, Omer: Historijski razvoj institucije Rijaseta, Rijaset 
Islamske zajednice, Sarajevo 1996; Imamović, Mustafa: Historija Bošnjaka, chapter: “Uspostava 
Rijaseta i islamske vjerske hijerarhije”, BZK “Preporod”, Sarajevo, 2006., p.364-366.
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strengthened in all areas, starting with the formation of a series of institu-
tions, its own staff, increasing the number of religious buildings to a wide 
network of infrastructure. Special emphasis was placed on educating its own 
staff. The Priština “Alauddin madrassa” branch was established in Novi Pa-
zar in 1990-1991, which upon the formation of Meshihat of the Islamic 
community of Sandžak in 1994 was transformed into the independent Isla-
mic religious middle school- Madrassa “Gazi Isa-beg”. For the purposes of 
proper functioning of Madrassa, Meshihat constructed several buildings of 
over 10,000 m2 of space with its own funds and donations: Male Madrassa 
with a dorm on the grounds of the former Sinan-beg Madrassa, Female ma-
drassa with a dorm in the court of Bor-mosque, as well as Female Madrassa 
Complex in Rozaje, where Female Madrassa branch operates for quite a long 
time. By August 10, 2010, 641 student73 successfully completed education 
at “Gazi Isa-beg” Madrassa in Novi Pazar. For the purposes of realization of 
the Islamic religion teaching in the educational system of Serbia, Meshihat of 
the Islamic community of Sandzak established the Islamic Academy of Edu-
cation in 2001, which was transformed into the Faculty of Islamic studies in 
2003. In addition, “Reuda” and “Vildan” kindergartens, with their nine ope-
rating units, successfully work within the Islamic community framework in 
Novi Pazar, Tutin and Sjenica. The School of the Holy Quran started working 
within the institutions of the Islamic community in 2009. Having in mind 
the needs of Muslims in Serbia, and the whole Serbian society for high-profi-
led staff, the Islamic community set off a project for creating a university so in 
2002 the International University of Novi Pazar was founded, which is legally 
designated as the waqf property of the Islamic community and Muslim pe-
ople. Reorganized Islamic community of Sandzak established “El-Kelimeh”, 
which is presently one of the leading publishing houses in the region. El-Ke-

73  Dudić, Mevlud: Sandžački Azhar, Monografija “Gazi Isa-beg” medrese u Novom Pazaru, El-
Kelimeh, Novi Pazar 2010. ( in print).
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limeh is the legal founder of the Islamic community official journal -”Glas 
Islama”, the only Muslim and Bosniak print media in Serbia which has been 
continuously published for over a decade and has had more than two hun-
dred issues. Thanks to the “Glas Islama” four other periodic print journals 
have been created: “Islamska misao” - journal of the Faculty of Islamic studi-
es, “Univerzitetska misao” - scientific journal of the International University 
of Novi Pazar; “Softa “- journal of Gazi Isa-beg’s madrassa students and” Talib 
“- the Faculty of Islamic studies students’ journal. 

Islamic radio “Refref” operates within the Media Centre of the Islamic 
community and TV station “Universa” within the International University. In 
addition to numerous mosque libraries, the Islamic community established 
two nationally significant libraries: “Gazi Isa-beg” and “The University Li-
brary”. Also, there is the Centre for Humanitarian Aid “Hajrat”, which in 
its regular activities has Public Kitchens in Novi Pazar, Tutin, Sjenica, and 
is currently working on opening additional kitchens in other Sandzak ci-
ties. Since the establishment of Islamic community of Sandzak, more than 
sixty mosques and masjids were raised, out of which there are some of high 
strategic value such as the Islamic center in Delimeđe, with the tallest mina-
rets in Europe, and the mosque in Subotica.74

After the Islamic Community of Sandzak had completed the system of its 
own institutions, it started a project of putting together all war affected and 
fragmented parts of the Islamic community in Serbia. At the “Objediniteljski 
sabor” (Unification Council) in Novi Pazar in 2007, the Islamic community 
in Serbia was formed in the presence of many distinguished guests and dele-
gates from the country, with Sandzak, Presevo and Belgrade-Vojvidina mufti 
districts with the Grand Mufti in charge. One of the resolutions of “Obje-
diniteljski sabor” was that the Islamic community in Serbia is a part of the 

74  Islamic community in Serbia archives
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Islamic community of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and as such it draws back 
the legitimacy of the traditional religious community from the nineteenth 
century, in other words from the Menshura that the Istanbul Shaykh al-Islam 
handed over to the first Reis-ulema Hilmi Effendi Omerovic. Having com-
pleted the system of its own institutions, the Islamic Community in Serbia 
has become a major problem of the Serbian authorities in execution of discri-
minatory policy, persecution, ethnic cleansing and assimilation of Muslims. 
Hence Serbian Government has directed the whole state apparatus, with the 
aid of some corrupted Bosniak politicians, towards destroying of the Islamic 
Community in Serbia.

The Islamic community in Serbia maintains strong connections and has 
contacts with all traditional Islamic communities in the world, and its Grand 
Mufti is a member of Rabita. Out of all the major conference attended by 
representatives of the Islamic community in Serbia, the following should be 
mentioned in particular: the Congress of the Islamic communities in Europe, 
Basel 1994; World Congress of Islamic communities and associations, Ista-
nbul 1994; Islamic Conference of European Muslims, Vajmar1997; Tenth 
Congress of the Supreme Islamic Council, Cairo 1998; International Sym-
posium “The role of servant of two harem of Fahd Ibnul Abdul Aziz Es Saud 
“, Riyadh, 2002; Fourth Islamic Congress of “Islamic population and globa-
lization,” Mecca 2002; Islamic European Congress “Islamic waqf in the arc-
hives of Istanbul, Vienna 2003; World Conference of support to the Prophet 
p.b.u.h. on the occasion of publication of offensive cartoons, Bahrain 2006; 
Congress of the Islamic World League (Rabita), Mecca in 2008; International 
Conference on the occasion of fifty years of the Islamic World League (Rabi-
ta), Mecca 2010.75

75  Islamic community in Serbia archives
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With the organization of the Islamic community of Sandzak in the ninety 
nineties, which later became a part of the Islamic community in Serbia, the 
abuse of religious facilities and officials in the regime, political and personal 
purposes of individuals was brought to an end. The Islamic community is 
defined as an apolitical institution which abruptly ended the previous prac-
tice, especially after the appearance of multi-party system within the Muslim 
people where khutbas and weekly prayer sermons were used for the party ide-
ology propaganda. This is the reason why Sulejman Ugljanin’s Party of De-
mocratic Action (SDA) made an open attack on the entire organization and 
Meshihat of Islamic community. The culmination of this conflict occurred in 
1997, when this party, in cooperation with state security agents, tried to make 
a subversive attack by foisting pupils strike in the male madrassa. Local aut-
horities of Sandzak cities tried to take away what little waqf property was left 
over from the communists. An additional problem was a persistent refusal of 
the Serbian authorities to recognize the legitimacy of the Islamic community, 
prolonging self-proclaimed, illegal and ill-founded Belgrade community of 
Muslims, which was formed as a result of personal secession of some manipu-
lated and blackmailed representatives of the Medzlis of Islamic community 
of Belgrade. The regime puppets tried to bring scenario of secession of the 
mosque committees and assemblies to the territory of Sandzak cities with 
purpose of taking control over the Islamic community.

This group struggled against all institutions of the Islamic community 
during the entire term of office of SDA in the local parliament and the BNC 
(Bosniak National Council) just to please the Belgrade regime. The culmi-
nation of this hypocritical behavior occurred in September 2006, when its 
leader, as the President of BNC, gave an official statement that the Meshihat 
of Sandžak Islamic community no longer exists and that the issues of Muslim 
religious organization fall under the jurisdiction of the Council. This joint of 
the departments of state security, the regime’s mercenaries and state security 
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infiltrated agents tried to evoke a coup in the Islamic community in 2007, to 
overthrow the legal management, break the spiritual connection with Riyaset 
of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and bring all vital parts of the Islamic community 
to Belgrade so that the regime could control it easier and use it against the 
interests of the Muslims of Serbia and the Balkans. Muslims stood firmly in 
defense of their religious shrines. There have been some extreme incidents of 
police assaults on believers, injuring official of the Islamic community in Ser-
bia, abduction of waqf property, mosques and masjids, declaring the supreme 
religious leader persona non grata. After the coup thwarted, the Serbian go-
vernment makes the position of Muslims even harder by recognizing legality 
of a parareligous creation, while diminishing the significance of the traditio-
nal Islamic community in Serbia. In practice, this is manifested in attempts 
of waqf property alienation, discrimination of Islamic community religious 
teachers, continuous obstruction of all institutions of the Islamic community 
or those that have a fair partnership with it, which increases the hostility 
of Muslims toward the ruling regime and political poltroons from Bosniak 
people. The ruling regime tries to provoke incidents in Sandžak in different 
ways; it sends gendarmerie corridors to intimidate Muslim people, tries to 
eliminate people in the Islamic community - which increases the antagonism 
of Muslims toward the government and makes tensions that threaten to turn 
into even worse disaster. The most recent example of such regime action is 
the clash of gendarmerie with the believers on the waqf site of Hadžet, where 
the Memorial martyrdom center of innocent Bosniaks who were shot after 
World War II will be built and where the municipal authorities now illegally 
build a kindergarten.
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Closing Arguments

Current problems of Muslims in Serbia gain in importance and radicali-
zation on daily basis. Indigenous and legitimate representatives of Muslims, 
mostly Bosniaks, are forced to use harsh rhetoric and all democratic means 
in order to get a minimum of human rights and freedoms. The goal is cle-
arly defined and is related to the survival of the Muslim population in their 
homes, on their territory and in a country that must prove that it equally res-
pects them as all the other citizens, especially as the members of the majority 
Serbian people. We see the origin of all accumulated problems in the lack of  
national state, because the mother country of all Bosniak people, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, has neither constitutional possibility nor capacity to deal with 
its internal problems, and far less capacity to help Muslims in Sandžak, or in 
the diaspora. The feelings of insecurity and vulnerability are further increased 
after eleven survived genocides. Muslims seek assurances that they would ne-
ver happen again. There are two ways that can provide this: a national state 
for the Bosniaks or additional protective mechanisms through the autonomy 
of Sandžak. A national state of Bosniaks would upset still inadequately stable 
Balkan region, and probably provoke new conflicts, ethnic hatred and war 
actions – which Muslims and others in Serbia don’t need. Only the option 
of Sandžak as an autonomy remains and restoring of the status of Sandžak 
Bosniaks that they were wrongfully deprived of, since the universal rule says: 
once acquired right can never be disproved. With the autonomy of Sandžak, 
additional international guarantees are needed that would somewhat com-
pensate for the lack of ethnic Bosniak state and provide optimal protection 
for Bosniak people from a new genocide..
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